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What was the “inspiration” for the design of this effigy?

Building a regional art piece in the shape of your state is cliché. There’s no doubt there. This was completely 
intentional with our design. We come from the Midwestern state of Nebraska. Most people know us for our agriculture 
and little else. The exterior of the piece caters to that misconception about our region. This cliché outer shell covers an 
interior that is designed to welcome visitors to a new and more progressive perspective.
The concept behind our CORE Project (the piece) is to portray the state of Nebraska, and the stereotype that that 
implies; a rural, conservative, boring place with no art, culture or very much of any interest at all.
Upon entering the piece, you will find that once you get inside and look around, there’s actually a lot more to Nebraska 
than you thought! Art, culture and a lot of things you never would have expected! Original art, photos and flyers 
plastered across the walls, sculptures and mixed-media all over the place.
Physically, the piece represents Nebraska in literal shape. You enter from the “east” side, and inside there is a stairway 
that leads up to the “panhandle” of Nebraska, a raised viewing platform that represents the high plains. Inside on the 
lower level there will be benches, a nice place to sit and relax! The whole piece is topless, as in there’s no roof, allowing 
great stargazing opportunities (something that Nebraska itself also offers.) Also the entrance is a ramp to make the 
interior of the piece wheelchair accessible.
The interior will be plastered with original art, photographs, sculpture and mixed media from Nebraska. The art itself 
is a visual dynamic of the piece, and the over-arching concept is to portray the juxtaposition of the perception of 
Nebraska vs some of what you find there if you get inside and look around. The symbolism of Missed Conceptions, being 
a piece of art that represents misconceptions, outward appearance, reputation and the hidden beauty and creativity 
within...  ...and on Thursday night, at Burning Man 2012, we will burn it to the ground!
We will KILL your Missed Conceptions!

What impact does the effigy have on the local community?

Our effigy has been entirely about the local community. It has been a collaborative effort of many artists and 
organizations contributing photos and submissions for display. Anyone who has come in contact with the project 
has left with a greater sense of purpose as we seek to continue the creative and expressive process happening in our 
region. The majority of artists involved in this project have only attended Burning Man for a few years. We have felt 
so overwhelmed with love, acceptance, and overwhelming creativity. We felt compelled to bring our own work to the 
playa. This piece is our way of giving back and we are thrilled to be a “CORE” part of this build.

What interesting story happened during the design and execution of this project?

Just the evolution of the idea and the over-arching theme of misconceptions and breaking them, then burning them 
away.

What does the effigy hope to convey to the greater community?

The symbolism of Missed Conceptions, being a piece of art that represents misconceptions, outward appearance, 
reputation and the hidden beauty and creativity within… We hope that visitors will leave our piece with a broader 
perspective of the progressive culture that is taking place in our region. We want them to see that there is more to us 
than cows and corn. We also hope that our structure will provide a place of refuge and rest on the playa.
The symbolism of Missed Conceptions, being a piece of art that represents misconceptions, outward appearance, 
reputation and the hidden beauty and creativity within...

What materials were used in the construction of this effigy?

The piece is constructed entirely of plywood and framing lumber with the interior and exterior lined with paper-based 
print art.

CORE Art Walk Activities

Several of our artists will be in attendance to talk with participants about our piece and comment on the scenes 
depicted inside.
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